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BUILD HOMES OF EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY  
EXCEEDING OUR CUSTOMERS’ 
EXPECTATIONS ”

OUR MISSION IS TO“

WELCOME 
TO CARLISLE
Having spent most of my life in the residential building industry, 

I know that building a new home can be just as exciting as it is 

daunting. That’s why from the very beginning, our focus at Carlisle 

Homes has been on exceeding our customers’ expectations, every 

step of the way. 

Here at Carlisle, we do things a little differently than other builders.  

It has never been our goal to be the biggest. But we are committed  

to being the best. It’s our unwavering commitment and dedication  

to personal service that allows us to build homes of exceptional 

quality for each and every customer.

I’m proud to be heading up a team of people who share my passion 

for delivering exceptional results for our customers every day. 

From the way we guide, support and 

inspire you through a build process that is 

totally transparent, to the way we ensure 

your home exceeds your expectations 

when we hand over the keys, we always  

go the extra mile. And that makes all the 

difference.

We look forward to building your new 

home.

JOHN DOULGERIDIS
MANAGING DIRECTOR



AWARD 
WINNING 
DESIGNS

N0. 1 BUILDER
FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE 

2013/2014/2015

AS THE WINNER OF THE 2015 HIA VICTORIAN PROFESSIONAL MAJOR 
BUILDER AWARD WE ARE ACKNOWLEDGED FOR OUR PASSIONATE 

COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE IN CUSTOMER SATISFACTION, 
INNOVATION AND QUALITY ACROSS OUR ENTIRE BUSINESS. 

Carlisle also continues to be recognised as the Number 1 Builder for Customer 
Service providing you with the confidence and peace of mind that you are 

genuinely dealing with the very best.
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2011  
MANTRA 45 MK2 - WINNER  

HIA Victorian Housing Awards  

Best Kitchen in a Display Home

2010  
COMO 25 - WINNER  

HIA Victorian Housing Awards  

Best Display Home under $200,000

2009  
RIVERTON 30 - WINNER  

Master Builders Association  

Victoria Awards  

Best Display Home $175,000 - $250,000

ROTHWELL 23 - WINNER  

Master Builders Association  

Victoria Awards  

Best Display Home Under $175,000

2008  
HANSEN 29 - WINNER  

METRO 51 - WINNER  

HIA Victorian Housing Awards  

Best Display Home $350,000 - $500,000

MONACO 36 - WINNER  

Master Builders Association  

Victoria Awards 

Best Display Home $250,000 - $300,000

PAGODA 35 MK2 - WINNER  

Master Builders Association  

Victoria Awards 

Best Display Home $175,000 - $250,000

2006  
BORDEAUX 40 - WINNER  

Master Builders Association  

Victoria Awards 

Best Display Home $200,000 - $250,000

ATLANTIQUE 36 MK4 - WINNER  

Master Builders Association  

Victoria Awards 

Best Display Home $150,000 - $200,00

2015  
ROCHESTER 31 – WINNER 

HIA Victorian Housing Awards  

Best Display Home Under $250,000

HAWKESBURY 25 – WINNER 

Master Builders Association Victoria Awards 

Best Display Home Under $200,000

SACRAMENTO 31 - WINNER  

HIA Regional Housing Awards Eastern Victoria   

Best Display Home of the Year 

SACRAMENTO 31 - WINNER  

HIA Regional Housing Awards Eastern Victoria  

Best Display Home $250,001 - $300,000

CARRINGTON 40 - WINNER  

HIA Regional Housing Awards Eastern Victoria   

Best Display Home $300,001 - $400,000

2014  
ASHWOOD 22 - WINNER  

Master Builders Association Victoria Awards  

Best Display Home Under $200,000

2013  
HANSEN 29 - WINNER  

HIA Regional Housing Awards Western Victoria 

Best Display Home up to $250,000

RANDWICK 29 - WINNER  

HIA Regional Housing Awards South East Victoria 

Best Display Home up to $250,000

2012  
VETRA 47 MK2 - WINNER  

HIA Victorian Housing Awards 

Best Display Home $300,001 - $350,000

ORLANDO 35 - WINNER 

HIA Victorian Housing Awards  

Best Display Home $250,001 - $300,000

REGENCY 47 MK2 - WINNER 

HIA Victorian Housing Awards  

Best Kitchen in a Display Home up to $500,000

REGENCY 47 MK2 - RUNNER-UP  

HIA Victorian Housing Awards 

Best Display Home $350,001 - $500,000



OUR MOST IMPORTANT 
INCLUSION IS YOU
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OUR PROMISE TO YOU. WE ARE COMMITTED TO 
DELIVERING 100% CUSTOMER SATISFACTION EVERY 
STEP OF THE WAY.
From the day you start with us, to the day we hand over your keys and beyond, your satisfaction is of 

paramount importance. That’s why you’ll have your own dedicated customer service team on hand to take 

care of even the smallest details from start to finish.

BUILD BETTER HOMES. NOT MORE 

It’s not about being the biggest builder; it’s about building 

you the best home. We purposely limit the number of 

homes we commit to build so our Construction Supervisors 

build fewer homes at any one time. With the lowest home 

to Construction Supervisor ratio in the industry, we can 

provide the unparalleled professionalism, quality and 

attention-to-detail you deserve. 

EASY TO FOLLOW PROCESS 

We make sure there’s absolutely no confusion when it 

comes to your new home. Our easy-to-read Building 

Process guide clearly outlines every step of the journey, so 

you know exactly what to expect, what to do and by when.  

QUALITY IN ALL WE DO 

We are justifiably proud of our reputation for providing 

superior quality homes and customer service. With unique 

quality systems in place, our inspections are over and 

above the industry standard, giving you peace of mind 

knowing your home is built to display home quality, with 

trusted quality products and brands.

MORE LUXURY INCLUSIONS 

Inclusions are what give your home ultimate liveability. 

That’s why your new Carlisle home comes with more 

inclusions than you’d expect, especially when compared to 

other builders. In fact, what other builders call upgrades, 

we include - all within the base price.   

PERSONALISED EXPERIENCE 

Your dedicated team will work with you to ensure all your 

requirements are met. Regular communication means 

you’re always up to date with the build and any questions 

are answered honestly and efficiently.

BUILD TIME GUARANTEE 

We guarantee the completion date of your home 

regardless of the changes made to it. So the date we tell 

you your home will be ready is the date you can move in.  

FIXED PRICE POLICY 

Our fixed price costing and contract process ensures there 

are no hidden or unexpected costs.  

AFTER CARE SERVICE 

Our commitment to you doesn’t end once you move in. 

Continuing our personalised approach, we contact all 

customers 14 days after settlement to answer any queries 

you may have. We also take the worry out of identifying 

and rectifying any problems or issues with our thorough 

100-point warranty inspection three months after you 

move in. For all of us at Carlisle, your satisfaction is  

our reward. 



KNOCK 
DOWN 
REBUILD
BE THE ENVY OF YOUR STREET

We all know the importance of location location 

location. So if you’re already in your ideal spot but 

not your ideal home, talk to Carlisle Homes about 

turning your current address into the best home in 

your street.

If you love where you live but want to upgrade 

your existing home, our Knock Down Rebuild 

(KDR) service could be perfect for you. Rebuilding 

where you currently live can be a more seamless 

and easier process than you may think – 

particularly as we guarantee your build time! 

HOW THE KDR SERVICE WORKS: 

• An experienced KDR sales, customer service 

and construction team will work with you from 

start to finish. 

• An easy to follow knockdown and rebuild 

process guides you through every step. 

• An interior design consultation in our Spectra 

Selection Centre helps you customise your new 

home to your specifications.

• Our build time guarantee gives you ultimate 

peace of mind knowing the date we tell you 

your home will be ready is the date you can 

move in. 
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Buying your dream home is one of the biggest financial decisions you’ll ever make. Ensuring that you get the right 

home loan to suit your budget is critical. Carlisle Homes presents Loan Studio: a team of industry-leading, MFAA 

approved mortgage brokers - our exclusive provider of home loan financial services. Loan Studio does the research for 

you with a free, no obligation home loan service to save you time running around to various lenders.

TO FIND OUT MORE, PLEASE 
CONTACT US ON 1300 978 051 
OR LOANSTUDIO.COM.AU

Our experienced house and land 

team works side by side with land 

developers to perfectly match our 

homes with the best blocks of land 

available. 

This unique relationship allows us 

to offer our customers fixed price 

house and land packages, meaning 

the listed price you see for the 

house and land package is the 

fixed price you will pay – no hidden 

surprises. 

There’s thousands of house and 

land packages to choose from in 

land estates all over Melbourne and 

Geelong, including floor plans from 

our EasyLiving Series, T-Range and 

Affinity Collection.

EXPERTS IN HOUSE  
& LAND PACKAGES



DESIGNS FOR
14 – 16M WIDE BLOCKS

SINGLE STOREY 

29 – 36SQ
DOUBLE STOREY 

39 – 52SQ

LIVE IN LUXURY EVERYDAY 

WITH SOPHISTICATED DESIGNS 

THAT SHOWCASE THE FINEST 

ARCHICTECTURAL DETAILING. 

METICULOUSLY DESIGNED FOR 

SEAMLESS AND LIGHT-FILLED 

OPEN-PLAN LIVING.

Created without compromise, the 

surprisingly affordable Affinity 

Collection makes luxury living your 

daily reality. From the striking street 

presence of the refined facades, to 

carefully zoned living areas brimming 

with designer detail, Affinity impresses 

with its sophistication and luxurious 

liveability.
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DESIGNS FOR
12.5 – 16M WIDE BLOCKS

DESIGNS FOR
10 – 16M WIDE BLOCKS

SINGLE STOREY 

22 – 31SQ

DOUBLE STOREY 

35 – 42SQ
SINGLE STOREY 

16 – 26SQ
DOUBLE STOREY 

27 – 31SQ

HOME BUYING MADE EASY

FLEXIBLE OPEN-PLAN SPACES 

FILLED WITH NATURAL LIGHT 

PROVIDE AMPLE SPACE AND AN 

EASY, EFFICIENT LIFESTYLE FOR 

THE GROWING FAMILY.

Tailored to fit your budget and 

lifestyle, T-Range homes offer 

practical and affordable family living 

solutions wrapped up in beautifully 

designed homes.

Functional floor plans and innovative 

designs make it easy for you to 

upgrade and adapt your family home 

to suit your growing needs. And with 

an extensive list of luxury inclusions, 

T-Range homes offer 6-star living at 

exceptional value for money. 

OUTSTANDING VALUE FOR 

MONEY. BETTER QUALITY. SIMPLE 

AND FAST.

Offering cleverly designed homes 

for smaller block and budgets. 

With homes from 16 to 31 squares 

and lot widths of 10 to 16 metres, it 

will be easy for you to find a home 

you’ll love. Our simple process 

starts by helping you work out your 

budget and secure finance. Next, 

our specialist sales team work with 

leading land developers to find your 

dream home location.

Our homes are filled with 

outstanding value and with our fixed 

price contract, you can sleep easy at 

night knowing we’re working within 

your budget.

Visit one of our EasyLiving 

displays today. For locations visit 

easylivingbycarlisle.com.au  

or call 132767.



ILLAWARRA The Illawarra is the essence of flexible family living where everyone has their own space to stretch out 
while still remaining connected. With multiple versatile living zones, four bedrooms and two dedicated 
study spaces, this home is ideal for the growing family.
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DESIGNED TO SUIT:

MINIMUM LOT WIDTH:

REAR SETBACK:

the Mason

ILLAWARRA 39

11.90m21.33m

Minimum lot sizes & dimensions may vary subject to fall of land, easement
details, council & developer requirements. House size and dimensions on
brochure based on                  facade. Sizes and dimensions may vary subject to
facade selection. Refer to working drawings for complete dimensions.

224

14.00m x 28.00m

2.67m

356.51m² 38.38

13.7m

DESIGNED TO SUIT:

MINIMUM LOT WIDTH:

REAR SETBACK:

the Mason

ILLAWARRA 39

11.90m21.33m

Minimum lot sizes & dimensions may vary subject to fall of land, easement
details, council & developer requirements.  House size and dimensions on
brochure based on                  facade. Sizes and dimensions may vary subject to
facade selection. Refer to working drawings for complete dimensions.
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WIR 4
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PORCH
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KITCHEN

ENTRY
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WIR
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R
O
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E
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E

WIR 2

4160x3260
ALFRESCO

5260x5230
LIVING

6010x3810
MEALS

3990x4800
THEATRE

5500x6000
DOUBLE GARAGE

3500x3750
STUDY

4150x4550
MASTER SUITE

3300x3100
BED 2

4880x3810
ACTIVITY

3390x3120
BED 3

3100x3320
BED 4

WIL 2
STUDY NOOK

WM

13.7m

© COPYRIGHT. Reproduction in any form either in whole or part is forbidden. Images are for illustrative purposes only and may depict upgrade options available. Refer to floor plan brochures or working drawings for specific detail. Some photography may also depict features not supplied by Carlisle Homes including landscaping, fencing, window
furnishings, wall furnishing, in-built joinery, decorative lighting, decor, furniture and flat profile roof tiles (some of these items may be available at an additional cost, visit your nearest Carlisle Homes Display Centre for full specifications).' © COPYRIGHT 2015

N
E

W
ILLAWARRA 39

MINIMUM 
BLOCK WIDTH

13.7m

EXTERIOR LENGTH

21.33m

EXTERIOR WIDTH

11.90m

HOUSE AREA TOTAL

356.5m2

SQUARES 

38.38
24 2



 PIERMONT Be prepared to be impressed by the wonders of the flawless Piermont. Packed with versatile living options and 
innovative features such as a kids’ activity zone and dedicated study nook this home presents an inviting, relaxing 
environment for the whole family to enjoy.
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DESIGNED TO SUIT:

MINIMUM LOT WIDTH:

REAR SETBACK:

the Mason

PIERMONT 29

12.80m23.67m

Minimum lot sizes & dimensions may vary subject to fall of land, easement
details, council & developer requirements. House size and dimensions on
brochure based on                  facade. Sizes and dimensions may vary subject to
facade selection. Refer to working drawings for complete dimensions.

ENS.

LDRY

KITCHEN

BATH

PORCH

ENTRY

WIP

WIR 2

WC

WIR

NOOK

WM LINEN

REF

ROBE

R
O

B
E

WC

5500x6000
DOUBLE GARAGE

4620x3680
MASTER SUITE

4400x3700
THEATRE

4080x3000
BED 2

3390x3300
ACTIVITY

4900x3360
MEALS

5300x4140
LIVING

3010x3200
BED 4

3000x3200
BED 3

4180x3290
ALFRESCO

14.00m x 32.00m

4.39m

265.74m² 28.61

14.0m

4 2 2

© COPYRIGHT. Reproduction in any form either in whole or part is forbidden. Images are for illustrative purposes only and may depict upgrade options available. Refer to floor plan brochures or working drawings for specific detail. Some photography may also depict features not supplied by Carlisle Homes including landscaping, fencing, window
furnishings, wall furnishing, in-built joinery, decorative lighting, decor, furniture and flat profile roof tiles (some of these items may be available at an additional cost, visit your nearest Carlisle Homes Display Centre for full specifications).' © COPYRIGHT 2015

 
N

E
W

PIERMONT 29 ALSO AVAILABLE

MINIMUM 
BLOCK WIDTH

14.0m

EXTERIOR LENGTH

23.67m

EXTERIOR 
WIDTH

12.80m

HOUSE 
AREA TOTAL

265.7m2

SQUARES 
 

28.61
24 2

PIERMONT 26

BLOCK WIDTH

12.5m



CROMWELL
The Cromwell radiates luxury, beauty and contemporary design with a distinct family vibe. Enjoy the  
large open-plan lifestyle zone at the heart of this home and escape to the indulgent master retreat for  
the ultimate in privacy and serenity.
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N
E

W
CROMWELL 33 ALSO AVAILABLE

MINIMUM 
BLOCK WIDTH

15.1m

EXTERIOR LENGTH

25.54m

EXTERIOR 
WIDTH

13.88m

HOUSE 
AREA TOTAL

306.5m2

SQUARES 
 

32.99
24 2

CROMWELL 29 

BLOCK WIDTH

13.8m

CROMWELL 36 

BLOCK WIDTH

15.8m

DESIGNED TO SUIT:

MINIMUM LOT WIDTH:

REAR SETBACK:

 Thornton

CROMWELL 33

13.88m25.54m

Minimum lot sizes & dimensions may vary subject to fall of land, easement
details, council & developer requirements. House size and dimensions on
brochure based on                  facade. Sizes and dimensions may vary subject to
facade selection. Refer to working drawings for complete dimensions.

224

16.00m x 32.00m

3.18m

306.50m² 32.99

15.1m

ENTRY

ENSUITE

WC

PDR

PORCH

LAUNDRY
KITCHENWIP

WIR 4

WIR 3

BATH

WC

WILWIR 2

WIR

WM

LI
N

E
N

REF

4050x4200
MASTER SUITE

3820x3920
THEATRE 3840x4000

LOUNGE

4700x5710
LIVING

3400x3100
BED 3

3150x3840
BED 4

4280x4330
ALFRESCO

3200x5510
MEALS

3930x3050
BED 2

5500x6000
DOUBLE GARAGE

DESIGNED TO SUIT:

MINIMUM LOT WIDTH:

REAR SETBACK:

 Thornton

CROMWELL 33

13.88m25.54m

Minimum lot sizes & dimensions may vary subject to fall of land, easement
details, council & developer requirements.  House size and dimensions on
brochure based on                  facade. Sizes and dimensions may vary subject to
facade selection. Refer to working drawings for complete dimensions.

15.1m

© COPYRIGHT 2015
© COPYRIGHT. Reproduction in any form either in whole or part is forbidden. Images are for illustrative purposes only and may depict upgrade options available. Refer to floor plan brochures or working drawings for specific detail. Some photography may also depict features not supplied by Carlisle Homes including landscaping, fencing, window
furnishings, wall furnishing, in-built joinery, decorative lighting, decor, furniture and flat profile roof tiles (some of these items may be available at an additional cost, visit your nearest Carlisle Homes Display Centre for full specifications).'



SHERATON The breath taking beauty of the entrance foyer is just a taste of the grandeur and luxury promised by the 
Sheraton. At its heart, a stunning kitchen and lifestyle area easily caters for large family get-togethers, while 
serenity and quiet is the theme for the spacious upstairs sleep zone.
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N
E

W
SHERATON 48 ALSO AVAILABLE

MINIMUM 
BLOCK WIDTH

15.0m

EXTERIOR 
LENGTH

22.10m

EXTERIOR 
WIDTH

13.20m

HOUSE 
AREA TOTAL

433.2m2

SQUARES 
 

46.63
24 3

SHERATON 44 

BLOCK WIDTH

14.0m

DESIGNED TO SUIT:

MINIMUM LOT WIDTH:

REAR SETBACK:

 Thornton

SHERATON 48

13.20m22.10m

Minimum lot sizes & dimensions may vary subject to fall of land, easement
details, council & developer requirements. House size and dimensions on
brochure based on                  facade. Sizes and dimensions may vary subject to
facade selection. Refer to working drawings for complete dimensions.

234

15.00m x 30.00m

15.0m

3.90m

433.15m² 46.63

WIP

KITCHEN

ENTRY

LDRY
PDR

WIL

WIR

ENSUITE

WIR 2

WIR 3

WIR 4

WC

WC

LINEN
BATH

VOID

REF

WM

B
R

M

SPA

PORCH

PDR 2

4720x4750
LOUNGE

5500x6000
DOUBLE GARAGE

4200x5000
MASTER SUITE

3400x3390
STUDY

4300x4680
THEATRE

5380x5000
LIVING

4230x4100
MEALS4360x3000

ALFRESCO

5455x4010
ACTIVITY

3350x3200
BED 2

3200x3310
BED 3

3200x3400
BED 4

DESIGNED TO SUIT:

MINIMUM LOT WIDTH:

REAR SETBACK:

 Thornton

SHERATON 48

13.20m22.10m

Minimum lot sizes & dimensions may vary subject to fall of land, easement
details, council & developer requirements.  House size and dimensions on
brochure based on                  facade. Sizes and dimensions may vary subject to
facade selection. Refer to working drawings for complete dimensions.

© COPYRIGHT. Reproduction in any form either in whole or part is forbidden. Images are for illustrative purposes only and may depict upgrade options available. Refer to floor plan brochures or working drawings for specific detail. Some photography may also depict features not supplied by Carlisle Homes including landscaping, fencing, window
furnishings, wall furnishing, in-built joinery, decorative lighting, decor, furniture and flat profile roof tiles (some of these items may be available at an additional cost, visit your nearest Carlisle Homes Display Centre for full specifications).' © COPYRIGHT 2015



Jenny Taleb
Sales Consultant 

0411 076 076

(03) 8750 3091
Jenny.Taleb@carlislehomes.com.au

Current as at January 2016. Reproduction in any form either in whole or part is forbidden. Images are for illustrative purposes only and may depict upgrade options available for an additional cost or features not supplied by Carlisle Homes including 
landscaping, fencing, window furnishings, wall furnishing, in-built joinery, decorative lighting, decor, furniture and flat profile roof tiles.  Facade details such as entry doors, window sizing and placement may vary between house types and sizes. Refer to 
floor plan brochures or working drawings for specific detail and dimensions. Visit your nearest Carlisle Homes Display Centre for full specifications. © 2015 Carlisle Homes Pty Ltd. Edition 1.
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